An important step towards understanding biological systems is to relate simple biochemical elements to dynamics. Here, we present the arguably simplest dynamical element in biochemical networks. It consists of a single protein with two states (active and inactive) and an external signal that catalyses the conversion between these two states. Further, there is steady synthesis and degradation of the inactive and active forms, respectively. As this element captures both structural and dynamical features of biochemical networks at the lowest level, we refer to it as a biochemical network unit (BioNetUnit). Using both simulations and mathematical analysis, we find that BioNetUnit shows perfect adaptation that leads to temporal responses to step changes in the incoming signal. Compared with a well-described adaptive system, which is found in bacterial chemotaxis, BioNetUnit has lower sensitivity and its adaptation time is less robust to the base signal levels. We show that these dynamical limitations lead to 'once-and-only-once' responses for certain signal sequences. These findings demonstrate that BioNetUnit is relevant in adaptive and cyclic processes. In particular, it could be seen as a generic representation for ligand-activated receptors that are desensitized upon continuous activation. The analysis of coupled BioNetUnits will show how the presented dynamics at single unit will change upon increased system complexity and how such systems would mediate biological functions.
INTRODUCTION
All biological phenomena are the result of the underlying system dynamics. In the case of cellular responses, the dynamics result from the interactions of several proteins, constituting a pathway. Understanding such dynamics requires knowledge of the identity and the amount of proteins involved, their interactions and the kinetic rates governing those interactions. Alternatively, one could try to dissect universal structural and biochemical elements that always give rise to the same dynamics, so that pinpointing these elements in complex systems might lead to functional inference in a 'bottom-up' fashion. Put differently, such elements could be thought of as the modules or building blocks of cellular systems (Hartwell et al. 1999) . There have been several attempts to link specific dynamics to key structural and biochemical elements. The general structural elements such as feed-forward loops and negative feedback are associated with response acceleration ( Mangan & Alon 2003) and oscillations (Goldbeter 1996) , respectively. These two elements (Behar et al. 2007 ) as well as a simple system, composed of a receptor and two proteins controlling its activity (Barkai & Leibler 1997) , were proposed to underlie adaptation (i.e. transient response to sustained stimuli). Simple pathways of two or three proteins with their associated biochemistry are shown to underlie diverse sets of dynamics including bistability, amplification and oscillation (Tyson et al. 2003; Soyer et al. 2006) . All these works concentrate on small systems of two or more interacting proteins as a proxy for a modular unit and analyse their dynamical capacities. It is also possible to apply such an approach at the lowest level possible, that of a single protein. Recently, it has been shown that the input-output relation in a twocomponent module could be highly robust to fluctuations in the levels of the components of the system (Shinar et al. 2007) . Such findings and the obvious role of a single protein as the 'building block' of larger systems prompt us to consider here the dynamics of the simplest biochemical network module imaginable. associated reactions. Often proteins are found in two distinct states, where one state corresponds to an active form that can perform a downstream reaction. A protein is synthesized in the cell resulting in a constant flux into one of the states, while both states could be actively degraded. The conversion between the two states can be expected to occur with low base rates, or it could be actively catalysed by external signals (or enzymes). Many proteins found in the so-called twocomponent signalling pathways of bacteria are thought to function in this manner (Stock et al. 2000) . Furthermore, a two-state model can be used as a first approximation to model more complex proteins with multiple internal states (see Nash et al. 2001) . This generic system is arguably the simplest biochemical network unit (BioNetUnit) that could be thought of as the building block of biological pathways. Here, we concentrate on a special case of this system (figure 1a), where we assume that the synthesis results in the stable inactive form (P ), the conversion of which to an unstable active form (P a ) is catalysed by an external signal (E ). This scenario is true for many proteins that have to go through post-translational modifications to become active and/or unstable, i.e. phosphorylation can not only induce the activation of proteins but also enhance their degradation.
Assuming simple mass-action kinetics, the resulting system dynamics can be easily written as a set of ordinary differential equations (to fit the dimensions, E should have a rate constant multiplier of 1 s K1 , which we neglect here), dP dt Z s K ðk C EÞ$P C h$P a ; ð1:1Þ dP a dt Z ðk C EÞ$P Kðh C dÞ$P a ð1:2Þ
and solved for the steady-state concentrations of the two forms
and
As these equations show, the steady-state level of P a is independent of the external signal level and is solely determined by the incoming (s) and outgoing (d ) fluxes of the system. As a result, the active form of the protein would produce only transient responses to the incoming signal. In other words, the system would be perfectly adaptive. As shown in the electronic supplementary material, even if the protein activation is considered as an enzymatic reaction (i.e. proceeds through complex formation of P and E ), the decoupling between the steady-state level of active protein and enzyme concentration remains. While other simple structures have been proposed to lead to adaptive dynamics (Barkai & Leibler 1997; Behar et al. 2007) , BioNetUnit is possibly the simplest adaptive biochemical system. As such, it is important to dissect the features in this module which render its dynamics adaptive. Structurally, we note that BioNetUnit contains a primitive integral feedback control, which has been shown previously to mediate adaptive dynamics ( Yi et al. 2000; Behar et al. 2007) . However, it is important to note that the independence of P a steady state from E still holds if the inactivation reaction (h) is removed from the system, which means that BioNetUnit is adaptive even without any feedback. From a dynamical perspective, the distinctive feature of BioNetUnit is that it balances a zero-order reaction (the synthesis of P) against a first-order reaction (the degradation of P a ). In fact, this property S42 Adaptive dynamics with a two-state protein A. Csikász-Nagy and O. S. Soyer of BioNetUnit would remain intact even if we assume multiple intermediary steps for the activation of P. Following a derivation for the dynamics of proteins with multiple phosphorylation sites (Gunawardena 2005) , we can suppose that there is a number of intermediary steps going from P 0 to P n (corresponding to the active form), and with arbitrarily complex rate functions transforming P i to P iC1 . The assumption that only P 0 (P n ) is synthesized (degraded) and the flux at steady state from and to any species has to satisfy mass balance results in
where f and g stand for the flux from P i to P iC1 and vice versa, respectively. Hence, at steady state we would have P n (protein active form) equal to s/d, resulting in an adaptive response to any incoming signals at the intermediary steps. Note that this formulation still corresponds to a two-state protein model, with all forms except P n assumed to be inactive (or have only negligible activity).
While the active form of the protein in BioNetUnit would always give transient responses to an incoming signal, it is important to understand how this transient response would be shaped. The increase in P a results from the conversion of the inactive form when the signal level increases from a given initial (E i ) to a final value (E f ). As the system settles back to steady state, P a reaches its original value (i.e. s/d ), while P will reach a new steady state depending on E f (see figure 1d and also figure 2a in the electronic supplementary material, which is derived from analytical solutions of the differential equations given above). The level of the initial increase in P a will depend on both the base signal level (E i ) and the signal magnitude (i.e. DE ). The former value would dictate the inactive protein (P ) levels before a change in signal, while the latter would define the flux into the active form during signal change. For example, a high value of E i leads to low levels of P prior to signal increase, and results in a low increase in P a (figure 1e). The relation between the total P a response and the different signal sequences is shown in figure 2 .
The inverse relation between the steady-state level of P and E leads to a decrease in the former for every increase in the latter. The effects of this kind of 'substrate depletion' can be seen in both figures 1e and 2; the system cannot produce significant responses after responding to a large signal jump from a low to high value (see also figure 2 in the electronic supplementary material). This property of the system could be exploited to generate 'once-and-only-once' responses. Suppose that there was a threshold in the system relating the magnitude of the P a peak to a physiological response. Further, imagine that the activation is driven by E, whose activity cycles between low and high values. Under this scenario, P a would rise above the threshold only once during one cycle of E, resulting in a once-and-only-once physiological response during that cycle.
In summary, this arguably simplest biochemical system (BioNetUnit) consisting of a single protein (and its associated reactions) produces adaptive dynamics under biologically plausible assumptions. Further, it could lead to a once-and-only-once response under cyclic signals. Below we give examples of biological processes that are underlined by adaptive and onceand-only-once dynamics.
BIOLOGICAL RELEVANCE

Adaptation of membrane receptors
The description of BioNetUnit is highly reminiscent of several membrane receptors found in higher eukaryotes, such as G-protein-coupled receptors. These receptors appear on the cell surface in an inactive form, where they will be activated upon ligand binding. The continuous presence of ligand causes the active receptor form to be internalized for degradation resulting in an adaptive response (Sorkin & Von Zastrow 2002) , with internalization being crucial for proper adaptation (Mashukova et al. 2006) . We note that while this process could involve multiple steps governed by different time constants, their sequence follows the same scenario as presented in figure 1a . Given that the adaptive dynamics of BioNetUnit is independent of intermediary steps (see above), it could act as a very general description for adaptation observed at receptor level. Obviously, signalling pathways contain several regulatory interactions at various levels above the adaptation process at receptors, which can lead to additional properties (Shankaran et al. 2007 ).
Adaptation in chemotaxis
A complex system where such additional interactions are well described and the system dynamics is adaptive is the one underlying the chemotaxis behaviour of Escherichia coli (Berg & Tedesco 1975; Blair 1995) . The input to the chemotaxis system is an external ligand concentration (i.e. attractants), while the system output is the phosphorylated form of the protein Heat map showing peak value of P a after a step jump from E i to E f in the signal level. The signal change was done after the system reached steady state with E i , and total P a response (integral of the area between steady-state and perturbed P a solutions) was registered.
CheY. The external signals influence the activity of the membrane-bound receptors, which act as kinases to CheY. By binding to the motor protein, CheY effectively controls the swimming behaviour of the bacterium. There are several other proteins in the system that influences receptor and CheY activities, resulting in a complexity (Bray et al. 1993 (Bray et al. , 1998 Levin et al. 2002; Sourjik & Berg 2004; Endres & Wingreen 2006; Lipkow 2006) well beyond that of the BioNetUnit. Despite its increased complexity, the qualitative behaviour of the chemotaxis system is similar to the BioNetUnit; the response at CheY is perfectly adaptive with respect to the incoming signal at the receptor (Barkai & Leibler 1997; Sourjik & Berg 2002a) . What are the key features in the BioNetUnit or the chemotaxis system which underlie the qualitative similarities in their dynamics? As discussed above, the key features of the BioNetUnit are the presence of an incoherent feed-forward element and the balancing of a zero-order reaction against a first-order reaction. The former can be visualized better if we think of P and P a as different species (figure 1b). In this case, the signal (E ) acts as an inhibitor of the former and an activator of the latter, generating an incoherent feed-forward element (Mangan & Alon 2003) . In the E. coli chemotaxis system, two proteins (CheR and CheB) control the activity level of the receptors through methylation and demethylation reactions. It is assumed that CheR and CheB act only on the active and inactive receptors, respectively (Barkai & Leibler 1997; Rao et al. 2004; Endres & Wingreen 2006 ). This assumption is crucial for proper adaptive dynamics and results in external signals having two separate effects. The first effect is the direct activation (deactivation) of the receptors, while the second, indirect, effect results from the assumption that the activation (deactivation) increases the rate of demethylation (methylation) and hence deactivation (activation). Thus, the external signals could be thought of as acting both on the receptor and on the CheB/CheR couple, creating an incoherent feed-forward loop ( figure 1c) . Interestingly, the assumption regarding the actions of CheR and CheB generates a system that balances a zero-order reaction against a first-order reaction (Alon 2006) , as seen in the BioNetUnit. Both incoherent feed-forward (Yi et al. 2000; Tyson et al. 2003; Behar et al. 2007 ) and balancing a zero-order against a first-order reaction (Alon 2006; Ruoff et al. 2007 ) are suggested to involve adaptive dynamics. Incorporating both these proposed outlines in a primitive way, BioNetUnit stands out possibly as the simplest adaptive biochemical system.
While the full chemotaxis system is similar to the BioNetUnit in qualitative terms, it is plausible to expect that quantitative properties of the dynamics obtained from BioNetUnit are not sufficient for chemotaxis with sensitivity and range as seen in E. coli (Segall et al. 1986; Bray 2002; Sourjik & Berg 2002b; Bray et al. 2007) . Indeed, we find significant differences between the quantitative properties of the chemotaxis system (derived from the E. coli chemotaxis model presented in Rao et al. 2004) and BioNetUnit, independent of whether or not complex formation is taken into account. As shown in figure 3 , the sensitivity (defined as percentage of P a peak over percentage change in signal) in BioNetUnit remains high over a range of basal signal levels (E i ), qualitatively similar to that of the chemotaxis system ( figure 3a,g ). BioNetUnit with enzymatic kinetics (i.e. signal operates as an enzyme) shows a narrower range of sensitivity and its peak shifts to higher basal enzyme levels ( figure 3d ) . Similarly, the total response (defined as the area under the P a curve) varies widely with the varying basal signal level for the BioNetUnit model, but remains more or less constant for the detailed chemotaxis model ( figure 3b,e,h ). This difference is mainly due to the sensitivity of adaptation time (time to get back to steady-state P a level). In BioNetUnit, stepwise increases from larger basal levels (E i ) produce responses that last for shorter periods (figure 3c,f, see also figure 1d (ii)). By contrast, the adaptation time in the chemotaxis system is robust to the changes in basal levels ( figure 3i ) .
It is plausible to expect that these quantitative differences between the BioNetUnit and the chemotaxis system relate to the increased complexity in the latter. Besides containing multiple proteins, the chemotaxis system contains a receptor that has multi-level (i.e. both ligand and other proteins control activity) and multi-step (i.e. multiple methylation sites) regulation. That the existence of multiple methylation sites provides a damping effect on the receptor activation and effectively improves the adaptation properties is shown in the detailed molecular models of chemotaxis (Endres & Wingreen 2006; Hansen et al. 2008) . By contrast, for BioNetUnit the inactive form of the protein is easily depleted because the system has no possibility of damping the effects of E. As a consequence, the BioNetUnit produces much smaller responses (i.e. P a peaks) for subsequent signals, resulting in weaker sensitivity and shorter adaptation times. This effect is somewhat compensated in the presence of enzymatic reactions (figure 3f ) as complex formation results in saturation.
Role for BioNetUnit in cyclic processes
As discussed above, the dynamical limitations resulting from substrate depletion open up the possibility of once-and-only-once responses in BioNetUnit. This type of response plays an important role in cell-cycle regulation, where DNA replication and activation of cell division machinery have to occur only once in the presence of periodic signals that take the form of oscillations in cyclin-dependent kinase (Cdk) activity (Morgan 1995) . In particular, increase in Cdk (bound by an S-phase cyclin) causes the induction of DNA replication (Piatti et al. 1996) , which has to be initiated only once during one cell cycle. In other words, the replication complex (RC) has to be activated only once during that period. This can be achieved by setting up a system like BioNetUnit, where substrate depletion and adaptive dynamics are at work. Imagine for example that E and P correspond to Cdk activity and inactive RC, respectively, and that there is a threshold level of activated RC (P a ), which S44 Adaptive dynamics with a two-state protein A. Csikász-Nagy and O. S. Soyer has to be surpassed to induce DNA replication. In such a case, high enough increases at Cdk level would cause RC activation above the threshold (resulting in replication induction), after which the latter would adapt (i.e. return to pre-stimulus levels). Owing to the associated substrate depletion, a further increase in Cdk level, say at entry into mitosis, cannot induce RC activation above threshold anymore and hence no DNA re-replication can be induced. Note that although BioNetUnit would provide perhaps the simplest implementation for this, other adaptive systems with substrate depletion should be able to provide the desired effect. For example, it has been proposed that an adaptive feed-forward loop regulates the septation initiation network, which induces cell division, through once-and-only-once dynamics (Csikász-Nagy et al. 2007) .
CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced what is arguably the simplest biological network unit imaginable, which is composed of a single protein and its associated reactions. Assuming two states of the protein, corresponding to the active and inactive forms, and the synthesis and the degradation acting preferentially on the inactive and active forms, respectively, we analyse the dynamical capacity of this small system. We find that under such conditions the steady-state level of the active protein would be independent of the signal that drives activation. In other words, the system provides perfect adaptation to incoming signals. This finding is robust against the assumptions regarding complex formation and the number of intermediary steps during the activation of the protein.
The biochemical system (BioNetUnit) presented here provides a description for dynamics of cellmembrane receptors, where activation occurs via ligand binding and the desensitization of active form is achieved via internalization. Similarly, several proteins where phosphorylation or other post-translational processes lead to activation and where the active form is more amenable to degradation are expected to follow the adaptive dynamics presented here.
We find that adaptation times in BioNetUnit are sensitive to basal signal levels, narrowing the range of its operability. Interestingly such limitations can lead to the usage of BioNetUnit as a once-and-only-once switch, where large signals can deplete the system and ,g ) Sensitivity of peak heights ((DP a / P a )/(DE/E i )) depending on initial E level (E i ). (b,e,h) Integral of the area between steady-state and perturbed P a solutions. (c, f,i ) Time from P a increase to settling back to steady state G0.1%. For the chemotaxis model, the response is taken to be the total concentration of active receptors. For the enzymatic reactions of E on P we used k C1 Z100, k K1 Z9 and k 2 Z1, resulting in a Michaelis constant of 0.1 (see equations in the electronic supplementary material). Circles, 50% up; squares, 10% up; triangles, 10% down; diamonds, 50% down. diminish subsequent responses. Such implementations would make any adaptive system, where substrate depletion and response threshold are in place, a possible regulator of cyclic processes such as the cell cycle. In metabolic networks, a mechanism similar to BioNetUnit could provide adaptation in a system where an enzyme converts a substrate that is steadily produced by an upstream reaction to another one which is used up in a subsequent reaction; in other words, the same structure as in figure 1a with P and P a corresponding to substrates and with the hydrolysis rate set to zero. It is possible that such enzymatic reactions are involved in temperature compensation (Ruoff et al. 2007) .
The concept of proteins and their associated biochemistry as simple building blocks of the cell could be highly useful to understand the physiological behaviour and help future efforts in systems and synthetic biology. As proteins are ubiquitous in cell biology, it should be straightforward to find the right experimental setting to test the results of this analysis. Conversely, BioNetUnit could be built in a controlled environment using the tools of synthetic biology and could be further used as a true building block of cellular systems. Finally, we note that further computational and mathematical analysis of interacting BioNetUnits might provide better understanding of more complex biological process with a wider selection of dynamical features such as oscillation and bistability.
